Report about the Audio Drama Project of Class 7/4
(Hörspielprojekt)
At school we have written a script (Drehbuch) for 3 weeks long
because we wanted to make an audio drama. First we
brainstormed the plot of the story and the characters in our audio
drama and then we wrote the script. On 31st January 2018 we
finally made a trip to a recording studio named SAEK with the
(English) teachers Ms. Pittner and Ms. Wieland. It was impressive
because that looked really interesting and it was very funny. Long
story short sense… Let’s come back.
At first, we went up in the fourth floor without using the elevator
and we were finally there. The first thing we did was file our stuff
and then we were in the seminar room. It was really close but this
room looked really good because the walls were colorful. Then the
team showed us the other rooms, like the recording studio or the
IT room where you can cut the audio drama. They looked really
good, too. Then we went back to the seminar room. There we
heard an audio drama to know how an audio drama sounds and
then the SAEK team was introduced to us and of course we had to
introduce ourselves.
Secondly, we went to our room which was assigned to us and we
recorded our audio drama with our supervisor of the SAEK team.
That was fun! Some groups were already ready with the
recording. Then it was lunchtime. We went to a pizzeria but some
students went to an Asia restaurant or to a kebab shop. The food
was really delicious. The lunchtime was over so we went back to
the recording studio. Now we had to search for sound effects and
music. The other team members had to cut out the mistakes and
when we were ready with the cutting we had to add the sound
effects and music. When we were ready with that we had to tidy
the room and after that we could relax.
At last, we went back in the seminar room when all groups were
ready and heard last words from our supervisors. After that we
could finally go home now after 8 hours but it was anyway a very
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beautiful day.

